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14 Mar 2005
I think TDI is a unique and very interesting project.
like so much to make
16I would
Feb 2005
something for it...
Hi,
So, where are we10
going?
What's happening? What can we do?
Feb 2005
It would be interesting to know what, if any, the bottlenecks are?
The Wiki site contains many interesting ideas and potential avenues to explore,
My name is Adam Huber and I but
am from
a medical
in Sydney
Australia.
what Istudent
can seeatitUNSW
is lacking
an Action
Plan!
Luca Brivio
I am interested in beginning research focused on tropical and infectious
disease for underserved populations
(A mission that seemingly matches TDI). I am,
Regards,
however, confused.
9 Mar 2005
Jacob Lester
If
someone
will
tell
me
where
sign up
and
give
someI'd
research
topics to
I'm a programmer, not a bioinformatician, but I stumbledtoacross
your
site
andme
thought
say
begin
on,:)I'd be greatful.
something to keep the list
active
I still trust in open source
Hello, drug discovery. :-))

Thank
you kindly,
GNU started with RMS.
He gave
us programming/administration tools to play with.
Adam
Huber
Linux started with Linus. He released an operating system for us to play with.
You need someone great in the field to release something for everyone to 'play with'. Then
people start sending patches...

19 Jan 2005

I know this is chicken-egg, but someone needs to point this out, since I haven't seen this brought up
in the papers or the website.

If we do the science well, I'm optimistic that the
rest of TDI will fall into place.

And you might consider merging into the bios.net effort mentioned already. Together, you just might
reach the critical mass for things to take off. Consider this like when people jumped off the HURD
project to come together and make linux work.
Daniel Amelang

Stephen Mark Maurer
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Do we have the toolbox?
databases of genome sequences
database of protein structures
virtual ligand libraries
PubMed, journals
databases of genome sequences
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protein structure modeling

other databases

literature searches
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protein structure modeling
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9>HCF

virtual ligand libraries
PubMed, journals

other databases
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9>HCF

virtual ligand libraries
PubMed, journals

other databases

The Synaptic Leap
http://www.thesynapticleap.org

Mission - “To provide a network of online
research communities that connect and
enable open source biomedical research.”
generate ideas more quickly
reduce redundant work
Thus ultimately will allow cures to be developed
more quickly and effectively.
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Malaria & Schisto Communities

Malaria

Chemists

Schisto

Usefulchem
(blog)
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Gene Board/Basket/Wiki
collecting and managing open gene information
As seen on:

Literature
Annotation
Structure
Function
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“Put a description of your paper on a
weblog, and something very different
happens. People who are very far afield
from your usual circle start thinking
about the subject . They bring up
interesting perspectives. ”
Paul Meyers (Nature, vol 438, p549)

http://www.tropicaldisease.org
http://www.thesynapticleap.org
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Wiki site at NPG
Timo Hannay
Declan Butler

